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A paper on the situation in Mabrouka camp after being taken over by Turkey and allied Syrian National Army
Seeking safety again, an estimated one thousand Syrian displaced families, fled Mabrouka camp, western al-Hasakah, towards Al-Areesha camp to the south of the province,¹ as a result of “Operation Peace Spring”, a military offensive launched by Turkey in October 2019.²

Mabrouka camp is located in the city of Ras al-Ayn/Sari Kani, al-Hasakah, about 40 km. to the west from the center of al-Hasakah province. The camp was set up on January 28, 2016 by the Autonomous Administration which used to run it under the supervision of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), before evacuating its residents to Al-Areesha camp in October 2019, following a military campaign launched by Turkey and allied Syrian opposition armed groups affiliated with the National Army in Ras al-Ayn/Sari Kani and Tell Abiad.

Operation Peace Spring which aimed at expelling the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), led Turkey and allies to take control of a large border area in northeastern Syria about (120 km.) between the cities of Ras al-Ayn/Sari Kani north of al-Hasakah and Tell Abiad, north of Raqqa, after displacing more than 175.000 people and killing at least 120 civilians.³

Before the launch of Turkey’s military operation, Mabrouka camp, which is adjacent to the Syria-Turkey border, used to house 1030 families, estimated to include 5000 individuals, who are mainly from the city of Deir ez-Zur and its suburbs, and had fled the battles between the Russian-backed government forces and the Islamic State/IS (also known as Daesh) on the one hand, and between SDF- backed by the International Coalition- and IS on the other hand.⁴ These battles led to the expulsion of Daesh from many areas it was controlling in the city of Deir ez-Zur and its suburbs in 2017, which led to a major movement of civilians into the camps in northeastern Syria, which are under the control of the Autonomous Administration.

¹ Al-Areesha camp (formerly known as al-Bahra camp), was set by SDF in July 2017, during its battles with Daesh as a checkpoint. It is located in the al-Bassel Dam’s lake basin, 30 km. to the west of the city of al-Hasakah.
² On October 9, 2019, with a direct support from the opposition’s Syrian National Army, the Turkish Armed Forces invaded an area in northeastern Syria that was under the control of the SDF, which made up primarily of Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG). In the context of the incursion, Turkey and allied armed groups bombed civilians indiscriminately, and managed to control the area between Tell Abiad/Gire Spi and Ras al-Ayn/Sari Kani, as well as a part of the international highway (M4) running between southeastern Turkey and northeastern Syria. According to the UN, the incursion initially resulted in the displacement of at least 200,000 people.
⁴ On September 9, 2017, the Deir ez-Zur Military Council, operates under the SDF announced the start of the "Island Storm" battle, with the support of the international coalition forces, in order to control the last IS strongholds in the Syrian island and the east of the Euphrates and eastern rural Deir ez-Zur.
In June 2017, the Syrian regular forces announced the battle of Deir ez-Zur in order to expel IS militants from the western side of the Euphrates River, these battles were accompanied by very violent Russian and Syrian bombings in addition to the bombing of the international coalition, which led to a daily displacements from the province of Deir ez-Zur.
Images (1) and (2): satellite images illustrate the approximate location of Mabrouka camp.
Before Turkey and allied Syrian opposition groups took over it, specifically on October 11, 2019, the area, where the Mabrouka camp is set, was evacuated by the Autonomous Administration, for the sake of civilians’ safety, as artillery shells had been fallen there. The Administration managed to transfer 1016 families to Al-Areesha camp, while 14 families trapped in Mabrouka camp as a result of stepping up hostilities, which led the camp to be captured by Turkey and allied Syrian armed groups. However, the Syrian Arab Red Crescent (SARC) in coordination with the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs in Syria, evacuated those families to Al-Areesha camp on October 26, 2019, as reported by an STJ field researcher.

I. The evacuation of Mabrouka camp due to the Turkish bombing:

All of the humanitarian organizations withdrew temporarily from southeastern Syria, due to the initiation of the Turkish-led military operation there and the shelling and bombardments it involved, on October 2019, for the safety of their staffs. Thus, international humanitarian organizations, as well as local charities, have withdrawn from Mabrouka camp, according to a member of Blumont (International Relief & Development),5 which used to supervise the camp together with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), since the beginning of 2019. The Blumont member spoke to STJ in this regard, saying:

“Concurrent with the start of the Turkish aerial and artillery shelling in the city of Ras al-Ayn/Sari Kani and its suburbs, specifically at 4:00 pm. on October 9, 2019, staffs of most of the international humanitarian organizations withdrew from the camp by a decision from their management, among them our organization, the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC), Save The Children organization, as well as local charitable organizations such as the Al-Ber & Al-Ihsan Charity Society and Guba organization, affiliated to the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Antioch and All the East. Only a number of camp administration employees of the Autonomous Administration, and members of the Asayish (internal security forces), who were responsible for guarding and securing the camp, remained.”

The military operation launched by Turkey in northeastern Syria posed a threat to the lives of the displaced people in Mabrouka camp, which is only 12 km. south of the Syria-Turkey border, where several artillery shells landed in the context of hostilities. As a result, the Autonomous Administration decided to evacuate the camp and transfer its residents to Al-Areesha camp, south of the city of al-Hasakah, and said in a statement issued on October 11, 2019,6 that the evacuation was a response to the calls of the displaced, and that it made

5 The witness preferred not to reveal his name for security reasons and to not to lose his job in the organization.
6 For more info: https://www.facebook.com/952306884959249/posts/1125222817667654.
it for the sake of their safety. Fayez Ibrahim, the manager of Mabrouka camp, spoke to STJ in this regard, saying:

“After the fall of several shells near the camp, fear and panic spread among IDPs, especially children, whose number was over 2500; i.e. 50% of the camp’s population. So, as a reaction to the appeals the IDPs, who are de facto victims of IS’ terrorist acts, we transferred them with their belongings by large trucks to Al-Areesha camp, where we had installed enough tents for them.”

Image (3): the statement issued by the Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria, in which it announced starting the evacuation of Mabrouka camp residents to al-Areesha camp. Credit: The Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria’s Facebook page.

7 For more info: https://www.facebook.com/952306884959249/posts/112522817667654
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Images (4) and (5): evacuating IDPs from Mabrouka camp to al-Areesha camp, Oct. 11, 2019. Credit: The Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria’s Facebook page.

---

For more info: https://www.facebook.com/smensyria/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARDUigHNNaI3HCQheNHdvv2wz08aAqRcWvqNW_vAYnHLMfpoZng3hHkJvDbUlj_kl2CXd1DwT7Ld3V3&hc_ref=ARRza_klbcefJHigW6G3vN8VAlq8LkPj7ipq0i8h3frMLeUkjo0TQT36rJPE&ref=nf&__xts__[0]68.ARArvh6Ky37zsuji9HzrUpuy5hLLnPJSN6MkXZhCGAb4MmSkn3SNKZpKyKuzVvWvudP6hIAU0Wb1Ayug4GSu9FQqaCoFlv70zOC0vd_1Rhmbv2z1bkg2A4DPKYrIuPTrR_6yKPyqK7HvXIAgKwkn_9hs2aKqf4wzhp1Jb0SUzB7Qqb4hUrGAgloGR1jU9LRic7D4k6T7If65zwReggipAAO9NiqPvgRKYWGh9hyXnWRvceCXRjUJnP0JhbDIxyt0YdyFVxLCE0v1TIIJQ8y__Tm1sqXibdSfRBYVxfrty607UL2kTQWZA-3VpmD634xj0gs3QoD2duMrscs5X4Q
The transfer of the IDPs took place on 11 and 12 October 2019. The Autonomous Administration managed to evacuate 1016 families to the al-Al-Areesha camp (al-Sad), but 14 displaced families remained trapped in the Mabrouka camp; the camp manager, Fayez Ibrahim, explained why, saying:

“The process of transferring IDPs was going well until a landmine, planted by Turkey and allies, exploded under a truck heading to Mabrouka to transfer the final batch of IDPs, injuring the driver. Besides, fighting between the SDF and the Turkish Army with allied militias heated in the area, where Mabrouka camp located, and resulted in the latter to win full control of it on October 13, 2019, which made 14 families stuck inside the camp.”

II. 14 Families trapped in Mabrouka camp due to hostilities:

As of October 20, 2019, with the support of the Syrian National Army, Turkey had taken control of a wide border area in northeastern Syria (about 120 km.) between the cities of Ras al-Ayn/Sari Kani and Tell Abiad, including the Mabrouka camp in which 14 families consisting of 84 IDPs were trapped as a result of the hostilities and the bombing that accompanied the military operation.

Zakia Alwan, 37, a displaced from the city of Deir ez-Zur, was one of those trapped in Mabrouka. She stayed with her husband and four children without adequate food or medicine for more than ten days, and she is now staying with her family in the Al-Areesha camp. Zakia spoke to STJ saying:

“We were not transferred to the Al-Areesha camp as planned, we remained in the Mabrouka camp without enough food, or medicine. Among the trapped there were children, women and sick elders. We couldn’t leave the camp despite the withdrawal of the Asayish from its surroundings, due to the shelling and fighting outside. When the Turkish army and the Syrian opposition took control of the camp on October 13, 2019, they conducted a simple investigation about our identity, then provided us with bread and water after they confirmed that we were displaced. Several days later, we were transferred by international organizations to the Al-Areesha camp, after we suffered so much during the siege.”

A news network published a footage, on October 19, 2019, shows a side of Mabrouka camp after being taken by Turkey and allied National Army.

---


The 14 stranded families were evacuated from Mabrouka camp, on October 26, 2019 by the SARC teams in al-Hasakah, in the presence of representatives of the International Committee of the Red Cross, and in coordination with the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs in Syria. The families were transferred to the Areesha camp, south of the city of al-Hasakah, which is under the control of the Autonomous Administration.

A source in the SARC told STJ that among those evacuated from Mabrouka camp was a pregnant woman who had lost her fetus due to lack of health care and from starvation and thirst. Also, there was a man with kidney disease who was suffering from severe bleeding in the bladder due to lack of medication, in addition to many deteriorating health conditions, as they were transferred to the hospital for treatment.

According to STJ field researcher, the Areesha camp currently hosts more than 13,000 IDPs, most of whom had previously fled their villages and towns in the province of Deir ez-Zur, to escape the fighting, to find themselves again living in fear and anxiety in a dire situation and difficult conditions, due to lack of infrastructure and the absence of international support.

---

11 The source preferred anonymity for security reasons and to not to lose his job.
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Syrians for Truth and Justice was conceived during the participation of its co-founder in the Middle-East Partnership Initiative (MEPI) Leaders for Democracy Fellowship program, who was driven by a will to contribute to Syria’s future. Starting as a humble project to tell the stories of Syrians experiencing enforced disappearances and torture, it grew into an established organisation committed to unveiling human rights violations of all sorts.

Convinced that the diversity that has historically defined Syria is a wealth, our team of researchers and volunteers works with dedication at uncovering human rights violations committed in Syria, in order to promote inclusiveness and ensure that all Syrians are represented, and their rights fulfilled.
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